LAKERS RETURN TO SPORTS ARENA:
Despite losing Kobe to a 2nd-quarter knee injury, Lakers top Bobcats 102-98 in preseason play.

PROP D BEACH BAN DEBATE HEATS UP AS ELECTION NEARS

As Election Day nears, the debate over Proposition D — the measure to ban alcohol from the city’s beaches — has heated up, with both sides trumpeting the merits of their position.

The ordinance that would regulate alcohol at the beach was introduced by the San Diego City Council in early 2008, in response to concerns about litter, public safety, and, most importantly, the health and safety of beachgoers.

The Prop D Coalition, which is supporting the ban, argues that alcohol on the beach is a public safety hazard, leading to increased litter and litter-related problems, as well as increased enforcement costs.

The No On Prop D campaign, which is opposing the ban, argues that alcohol is an important part of beach culture and that the ban would be a violation of the people’s constitutional right to freedom of religion and assembly.

As Election Day draws near, the debate over Prop D is likely to become even more heated, with both sides stepping up their efforts to sway public opinion.

In addition to the Prop D debate, other local issues are also expected to heat up in the coming weeks, including the City Attorney race, the special election for the 52nd congressional district, and the upcoming mayoral election.

The City Attorney race is particularly hotly contested, with incumbent Barbara Bry facing off against challenger Steve Adler, a former City Council member and former state senator.

Adler is promising to bring a new approach to the office, focusing on transparency and accountability, while Bry is promising to continue the good work of the current City Attorney.

The special election for the 52nd congressional district is also expected to be closely contested, with incumbent Tammy Duckworth facing off against challenger Jonathan Zones.

Duckworth is promising to continue fighting for the people of Illinois, while Zones is promising to bring a fresh perspective to Congress.

And of course, the upcoming mayoral election is always a hot topic, with incumbent Rahm Emanuel facing off against challenger Lori Lightfoot.

Lightfoot is promising to bring a new approach to city government, focusing on education, public safety, and affordable housing, while Emanuel is promising to continue his work on these issues.

As Election Day nears, the political landscape in Chicago is likely to become even more heated, with both sides stepping up their efforts to sway public opinion.

But the question remains as to who will win the election and what it will mean for the future of the city.
Prop C would return millions to Mission Bay Park

How much of the revenue generated by Mission Bay Park should stay in the park and how much should go to the city? San Diegans will decide on Nov. 4 when they cast their vote on Proposition C.

Proponents say the measure is necessary to complete the popular recreational area and uphold the original agreement between the city and San Diegans. Critics call it a money grab that could undermine the city’s fiscal stability and hamstring park development.

“The city has raided Mission Bay Park funds for far too long,” Councilman Kevin Faulconer said. “I saw that firsthand as chairman of the Mission Bay Park Committee.” The initiative a money grab that could be a fiscal burden.

The advisory board has struggled for years to fund the estimated $400 million in capital improvements called for in the Mission Bay Park Master Plan, a blueprint for park development that City Council and the California Coastal Commission approved in 1994.

Currently, approximately 90 cents of every dollar generated by SeaWorld and other Mission Bay leaseholders goes to the city. If the proposed 10-year charter amendment passes, starting in July, $23 million of the roughly $2.8 million in lease revenues would continue to go to the city’s general fund. The remaining revenue—an estimated $5 million to $12 million annually—would go toward completing bicycle and pedestrian trails, expanding wetlands, shoreline maintenance and other projects in the 4,235-acre park.

An additional 25 percent of remaining revenues would go to Balboa and other regional parks, which could net $2 million to $4 million every year. After five years, the city’s cut of Mission Bay Park’s lease revenue would decrease from $23 million to $20 million.

The reallocation of revenues is necessary to improve and maintain Mission Bay Park, Faulconer said. “The park has been neglected for too long. We must change that. It’s too important to citizens throughout San Diego,” he added.

Faulconer and Councilwoman Donna Frye were instrumental in getting Proposition C on the ballot. Mayor Jerry Sanders and the Sierra Club also support the measure.

Frye has called the current fiscal arrangement between the city and the park “a broken promise.” San Diegans originally voted to allow commercial development in 25 percent of Mission Bay Park so that resulting revenues could pay for dredging and completing the man-made aquatic playground. A City Council action in 1968 redirected the monies into the general fund to pay for emergency and basic services.

City Council voted in 2004 to return a portion of revenue to the park. Under the Mission Bay Ordinance, both the Mission Bay Improvement Fund and the Regional Park Fund receive 25 percent of the park’s lease revenues exceeding $20 million, not to exceed $2.5 million in a fiscal year.

City Council, however, can and usually does, vote to waive the ordinance. “That’s like letting the fox guard the henhouse,” said Bob Ottilie, a former MBPC member and one of Proposition C’s architects.

“In my view, we’re simply taking back revenue that was intended for Mission Bay Park in the first place,” Judy Swink, a longtime member of the MBPC and park supporter, said. “To say we’re taking money from the city is a misstatement at minimum.”

Swink also acts as chairperson of the parks and open space committee for Citizens Coordinate for Century 3 (C3), a nonpartisan, nonprofit local and regional planning organization which opposes Proposition C.

Though Swink believes that Mission Bay Park needs a guaranteed revenue source, she does not believe Proposition C is the answer. Mission Beach should not be included in the measure, she said, and the prioritization of projects could limit park development.

Her concerns are shared by Council President Scott Peters and Councilmen Ben Hueso and Jim Madaffer, who voted against putting Proposition C on the ballot. San Diegans will decide on Nov. 4 when they cast their vote on Proposition C.
HELP SUPPORT OUR TROOPS
THANKSGIVING FROM HOME

We are collecting goods to be sent to our troops that are deployed in Iraq.

The following items are an example of items that can be sent to the men and women serving our country:

- Toiletries & Hygiene items
  - Woman's feminine hygiene products
  - Baby Wipes or Personal Wipes
  - Shampoo
  - Face Products
  - Razors
  - Shaving Cream
  - Body Wash/Soap
  - Toothbrushes/Tooth Paste
  - Deodorant
  - Hair Combs
  - Sewing Kits
  - Finger nail & Toe Clippers
  - Manicure sets

- Beverages
  - Ground Coffee
  - Flavored Creamers
  - Gatorade
  - Crystal Lite

- Misc.
  - Books & Magazines
  - Small Flashlights
  - Comic Books
  - Travel Alarm Clocks
  - Travel Games
  - Head Phones
  - CD's & DVD's
  - Sports Teams stuff
  - Books & Magazines
  - Small Flashlights
  - Comic Books
  - Travel Alarm Clocks
  - Travel Games
  - Head Phones
  - CD's & DVD's
  - Sports Teams stuff

- Snacks
  - Jerky
  - Micro Brownies
  - Peanut Butter Ritz Crackers
  - Ramen
  - Oreos, Chips Ahoy
  - Sour Patch Kids
  - Crackers
  - Bags of Candy
  - Sunflower Seeds
  - Jelly
  - Micro Popcorn
  - Cookies
  - Cereal and cereal bars
  - Chips
  - Peanut Butter

- Clothes/Bedding
  - Sweat Shirts: large & up
  - Under Pants: Boxers only, all sizes
  - Socks
  - Tee Shirts (Long & Short sleeve)
  - Twin Sheets/pillowcases

Please be sure not to donate any items that may melt.

You may also donate cash or checks towards the purchase of these items.

Donations can be dropped off at:
COLDWELL BANKER
PACIFIC BEACH 4090 MISSION BLVD.

DROP OFF DEADLINE: NOV 16TH
SCHOOL
Pacific Beach School Information
Oct. 3 - Nov. 5
Bayview Terrace Elementary
Contact: Jennifer Ruffo
jruffo@san.rr.net
Fri., Oct. 31: Family Friday
Crown Point Junior Music Academy
Contact: Kathy Calderon
calderon@san.rr.net
Fri., Oct. 31: Family Friday & Awards Assembly

NEWSbriefs
Fire dept. says arson cause of Mt. Soledad fire
Three Mount Soledad residents awoke early Sunday morning to flames inside a two-story home adjacent to Kate Sessions Park, sending one of the three residents to the hospital to be treated for smoke inhalation, said San Diego Fire Rescue Department (SDFRD) officials.
At about 2:30 a.m. Oct. 26, officials at SDFRD sent four engines, one truck and two battalion chiefs to battle the fire engulfing a two-story home at 2181 Harbour Heights Road, said a SDFRD dispatcher. According to Lee Swanson, public information officer with the SDFRD, a hot spot reignited flames on the roof.
Swanson said investigators are treating the case as arson. It was reported that fire investigators believe the fire was started with an accelerant.

$800,000 damage to the structure and about $75,000 in property loss.

Friends throw fundraiser for student's medical bills
The friends and family of 11-year-old Kate Sessions Elementary student Matt Contreras are getting together for a fundraiser Saturday, Nov. 1, to help pay for Matt’s medical needs to treat a malignant brain tumor.
Matt was diagnosed with the tumor in August and his family

SHOE & HANDBAG NEW ARRIVALS
RIGHT NOW, shop a fresh collection of women’s shoes, handbags, and accessories from Neiman Marcus stores across the country.
SAVE 30% TO 55% OFF ORIGINAL NM PRICES.
Register at NMLastCallStore.com to receive advance notice of sales and extra savings offers.
Enjoy an additional 15% off your entire purchase when you use your NM credit card. Interim markdowns may have been taken. No adjustments for prior sales.

LAS AMERICAN PREMIUM OUTLETS
4051 Camino de la Plaza, San Diego, CA 92105
NMLastCallStore.com
needs of the city. And that’s what my advice would be to folks who are in uncertain terms. How they go about doing that is up to the City Council and the mayor. It’s not the city attorney when I was mayor of the City of Poway, I was instrumental in pushing for water reclamation and water conservation, but that was a different role that I had,” Goldsmith said.

Aguirre said the city is breaking the law when it comes to providing water to people who don’t want to tell the public the truth that eventually “we’re going to have to do to save ourselves a secure water supply.

“We have not been, in my opinion, complying with that law. We need a very effective program to provide the people of San Diego a secure water supply — that’s a charter obligation. And that means we recur. Whatever we do, we’ll be dumping water or recycle wastewater, conserve water to increase our storage capacity; all those things are going to have to be done. We’re going to have to do what we’re required to do under the charter, and I’ve been enforcing that,” Aguirre said.

Requiring the council’s OK to go file lawsuits

The city attorney doesn’t need permission to prosecute a criminal case on behalf of the city, but in certain cases that may require litigation or an agreement, such as a breach of contract or conflict of interest case, cooperation between the city council and the city attorney can save the city money, according to Goldsmith.

While certain cases do require city council approval and the city attorney must carry out the city’s litigation. Aguirre maintains that the city attorney’s office should operate independently of city council decisions regarding these matters in order to protect the broader interests of the city.

He points to the Sunroad Centrum building fiasco as another example of why city officials shouldn’t be in charge of litigation.

According to documents released by the city attorney, Sunroad developers wanted to construct a building in Kearny Mesa that was too tall according to Federal/Aviation Administration and California transportation guidelines. Aguirre wanted to stop it.

Allegations of political insiders maneuvering to ensure the building became a reality despite the law caused individual reputations. Goldsmith said.
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Email: terry@terrysheldon.com
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WHEN YOU'RE LOOKING FOR MORE THAN JUST AN AGENT
Prop C protects Mission Bay’s income from city hall

Dr. JACOB PYLE

On Tuesday, Nov. 4, San Diego will be asked whether they want to vote away their rights under Proposition D.

We already voted this down! Why are these tax payers just going away and stop telling us how to live our lives? We are hard working tax payers and these are our beaches to enjoy the way we want. We are decent, honest people who do not cause trouble.

The mayor says we don’t need to punish everyone for a few incidents that happen at San Diego beaches. They are asking for Prop D to punish everyone for a few weekends a year. And all the candidates for city council don’t want this ban and support a holiday-only ban and will be voting no on D. We don’t need the government telling us what we can do.

So why do we have Prop D? The developers and rich, millionaire, beachfront property owners are trying to buy San Diego beaches, but they are not for sale. They have spent over $250,000 spreading lies throughout San Diego to try and privatize our beaches. After all, they will still be able to have their parties and their wine at sunset from the patios of their million dollar beach houses.

But we need to remember, this flawed legislation is basically more trouble than just our beaches. It bans a responsible use of our water resource, decreases the miles of shoreline and 2,000 acres of parkland. No more weddings at Mission Bay, family barbecues at De Anza Cove or Sunday concerts at Scripps Park in La Jolla. It’s a complete citywide alcohol ban, and we need to end it.

We have been asking our City Council for real solutions that punish those that cause problems. A holiday-only ban, overnight bans, increased fines for troublemakers, zero tolerance police enforcement — and yet, they have given us the flawed Prop D.

If you are one of millions of honest, hard working citizens who enjoy the beach responsibly, with or without an adult beverage, or maybe attend a wedding at a beach party, don’t let the developers and rich, beachfront mansion owners trick you into voting away your rights.

Vote no on Prop D.

Dr. KEN KEWITT

On Labor Day 2007, San Diego lighthearted public beaches, organized by property owners, included the control of a mob of several hundred people — most of them intoxicated — gathered at the foot of Reed Street Pier on the Pacific Beach. It wasn’t the first time San Diego lightheartedness had been called on to control intoxicated beachgoers, just the most publicized.

In fact, as one of the last beach areas in the region still allowed alcohol on the beach, more and more of our resources were being committed to alcohol-related enforcement activities on a daily basis.

Under-age drinking, binge drinking, fights, verbal harassment and other alcohol-related misconduct were widespread on our beaches. And every incident of drunk and disorderly conduct we were receiving reports of lifeguards who went away from our more traditional water-safety responsibilities.

In January, a trial ban on beach alcohol took effect, and the results have been quite dramatic. Our beaches are no longer a magnet for out-of-control partying. Families with young children are returning, no longer concerned their day at the beach may be ruined by encounters with belligerent drunkards. Crimes in the beach areas have decreased 14 percent. Alcohol offenses on the beach decreased significantly, and there were more than 50 percent fewer alcohol offenses among minors. The plies of trash that used to mark the site of drunken parties have disappeared. Senior citizens are able to safely enjoy strolls along the boardwalk.

And, this year, lifeguards and other public safety officers have been able to spend more of our time protecting your safety. For example, the response times for emergency calls were a full minute faster this year in the beach areas than the previous year.

None of these changes should come as a surprise. There is a reason why every major beach city in California, and in most other areas of the nation, long ago banned beach alcohol for precisely the same reasons San Diego did.

Should it be a surprise that soon after San Diego’s trial ban went into effect, most other jurisdictions without such restrictions followed suit. No community wants to be the magnet for beach alcohol abuse.

It’s time for San Diegans to vote on Prop C. It is time to hear the comments of beachgoers — both San Diego residents and visitors from other parts of the county.

Phiilip Fever... "How 'bout them Phillies?" was the frequent refrain as we visited my hometown earlier this month. Two winning games in the pennant race and the city wildly ecstatic. Just imagine them now!

Meanwhile, the national election followed us. Barack Obama spoke at Abington High, a few miles from my house, a great moment for his mother’s hometown. (She’s thinner and more frail than ever, but still feisty!) Sarah Palin and John McCain both drew crowds nearby. California’s generally cordial state; hot- and heavy-radio and TV ads constantly bombard ed us.

Capitol Punishment...The economy also imploded during our two weeks on the East Coast.

We arrived in Washington, D.C., just after the big final debate. The two candidates in contention. We did get the full Congressional tour, however, from Congresswoman Susan Davis’ office. “It was crazy here last week,” said our guide, Alicia Hartlove.

The Washington Post devoted page after page to economic news—highly detailed, but full of jargon. I really don’t know if any of it will work, but they’re gonna keep trying. Cross your fingers.

Between the election and the economic meltdown, people were more than willing to talk. On the Metro, in museums, you could sense another surprise. They hear and their stories of disappoin tment, despair for retirement or their kids’ college tuition. Where’s my neighborhood cop?...Back home, we had missed BeachFest, but caught the final game. The San Francisco Giants won Game 5 on a three-run home run off of the Giants’ new, left-handed reliever, then ran away. A 7-1 win; the series is tied 3-3. Giants 10, Phillies 0.

One of the better stats was the number of fans in attendance. At least 500,000 fans are in attendance. A score of 10-0, but still impressive. The game was quite exciting. It was the fact that both teams are playing so well and the series is tied. The game was quite exciting. It was the fact that both teams are playing so well and the series is tied.

The Giants are leading the series 3-2, and the game 4-2. The Giants are winning the World Series 2-1.

Voting away your rights. Developers and rich, beachfront property owners are trying to buy San Diego beaches, but they are not for sale. They have spent over $250,000 spreading lies throughout San Diego to try and privatize our beaches. After all, they will still be able to have their parties and their wine at sunset from the patios of their million dollar beach houses.

But we need to remember, this flawed legislation is basically more trouble than just our beaches. It bans a responsible use of our water resource, decreases the miles of shoreline and 2,000 acres of parkland. No more weddings at Mission Bay, family barbecues at De Anza Cove or Sunday concerts at Scripps Park in La Jolla. It’s a complete citywide alcohol ban, and we need to end it.

We have been asking our City Council for real solutions that punish those that cause problems. A holiday-only ban, overnight bans, increased fines for troublemakers, zero tolerance police enforcement — and yet, they have given us the flawed Prop D.

If you are one of millions of honest, hard working citizens who enjoy the beach responsibly, with or without an adult beverage, or maybe attend a wedding at a beach party, don’t let the developers and rich, beachfront mansion owners trick you into voting away your rights.

Vote no on Prop D.

Dr. KEN KEWITT

On Labor Day 2007, San Diego lighthearted public beaches, organized by property owners, included the control of a mob of several hundred people — most of them intoxicated — gathered at the foot of Reed Street Pier on the Pacific Beach. It wasn’t the first time San Diego lightheartedness had been called on to control intoxicated beachgoers, just the most publicized.

In fact, as one of the last beach areas in the region still allowed alcohol on the beach, more and more of our resources were being committed to alcohol-related enforcement activities on a daily basis.

Under-age drinking, binge drinking, fights, verbal harassment and other alcohol-related misconduct were widespread on our beaches. And every incident of drunk and disorderly conduct we were receiving reports of lifeguards who went away from our more traditional water-safety responsibilities.

In January, a trial ban on beach alcohol took effect, and the results have been quite dramatic. Our beaches are no longer a magnet for out-of-control partying. Families with young children are returning, no longer concerned their day at the beach may be ruined by encounters with belligerent drunkards. Crimes in the beach areas have decreased 14 percent. Alcohol offenses on the beach decreased significantly, and there were more than 50 percent fewer alcohol offenses among minors. The plies of trash that used to mark the site of drunken parties have disappeared. Senior citizens are able to safely enjoy strolls along the boardwalk.

And, this year, lifeguards and other public safety officers have been able to spend more of our time protecting your safety. For example, the response times for emergency calls were a full minute faster this year in the beach areas than the previous year.

None of these changes should come as a surprise. There is a reason why every major beach city in California, and in most other areas of the nation, long ago banned beach alcohol for precisely the same reasons San Diego did.

Should it be a surprise that soon after San Diego’s trial ban went into effect, most other jurisdictions without such restrictions followed suit. No community wants to be the magnet for beach alcohol abuse.

It’s time for San Diegans to vote on Prop C. It is time to hear the comments of beachgoers — both San Diego residents and visitors from other parts of the county.
PROP C
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updated identified major improvement projects totaling $171 million. Did the city conditioning to resist temptation and fund these projects? It did not.

Three years later, a scathing 2000 Grand Jury report revealed that the city had allocated $1 million out of the $171 million recommended for improvements. The report indicated that too many projects were not done, that the city would take 20 years only if lease revenue generated stayed in the Park. Did this scathing report spur the city to spend these funds on needed park improvements? No, this did not happen.

Then the City Council passed a 2002 ordinance that would have kept 25 percent of the lease revenue generated over $50 million in Mission Bay Park. Yet again, it waived off the tax until Mayor Sanders was elected to office. Just think, almost all of the repairs that should have been done if the city had kept its commitment and made the $171 million of improvements, but instead, the costs has nearly doubled at a huge rate.

PROP C will end the mismanagement of Mission Bay and will help restore more fiscal responsibility and accountability.

PROP D

continued from Page 6

—remarkably on how clean and safe our beaches have become. It is no wonder that beach communities like Fort Lauderdale, which had reputations for beach alcohol abuse, experienced significant increases in tourism when their beaches became alcohol-free.

I personally talked to many residents who initially had misgivings about the trial ban. It’s been a San Diego tradition to permit alcohol consumption on the beach, and traditions die hard. But most who expressed misgivings have changed their minds since they’ve seen the results. They have seen a lot of people enjoying themselves on the beach in a safer environment. Some did have concerns of over-policing of the beach to enforce the ban, but this year, even with the ban in place, alcohol violations were reduced by 17 percent.

Every San Diegan has a right to enjoy safe, clean beaches. It would be a mistake to get back to the pre-Labor Day ban conditions. If San Diego were to become the only jurisdiction in the region that permits alcohol on its beaches, an important part of our community’s heritage will be threatened. A “yes” vote on Proposition D on the November ballot makes the one-year trial ban permanent and ensures that we can keep our beaches safe and clean.

Write us

The opinion pages of Beach & Bay Press are open to all as an expression of the views expressed in the Letters to the Editor and editorials within this paper are not necessarily the views of this paper, nor those of the staff.

The Beach & Bay Press

PROP D

Sports Arena

Physical Therapy

It’s all About Movement

Serving the Point Loma community since 1999.

Mary Engels, MS, PT, OCS, orthopedic therapist and experienced staff at Sports Arena Physical Therapy, get you moving and moving forward after an injury, surgery or a state as a "weekend warrior." Using evidence-based performance techniques and tools, Sports Arena Physical Therapy designs a treatment program that will take you from shuffling to sprinting in sprinting. You can achieve your personal best and optimize injury outcome in the shortest time possible. You will receive an in-depth evaluation to define the problem, a specific evidence-based intervention program to solve the problem and an independent exercise program to prevent a reoccurrence of the problem.

Some of our features include: Pilates, the floss band technique, Kinesio taping, gyn ball workouts, targeted performance training for golf, cross-country, volleyball and the popular "Walk Tall" program for post-surgical prevention and treatment. We also offer a low-cost senior personal training class, specialized hand therapy and standard physical therapy modalities such as ultrasound, electrical stimulation and soft tissue mobilization. You will receive a 2-day introductory pre-surgical session and those with a written exercise program to continue your training program.

Call us for a free consultation visit. Why delay...get moving today!

Sports Arena Physical Therapy

11220 West Point Loma Blvd., San Diego, CA 92110

Mary Engels, PT, OCS
Lindsey Christensen, PT, OCS
Robert Harrison, PT
Greg Hambly, PTA, ATC

The Water Woman

Said as he spotted the great tasting water from the East Coast, brothers Peter and Ted Carlini recognized a need for better tasting, odor-free water in San Diego. The pair researched the options and formulated their own system which included the merchandising. The line was introduced in 1996 by Charles, salesmam of Superior Manufacturing. This system addressed the harmful and cosmetic effects of Southern Californian water. After several years of growth, Elaine Montemurro, daughter of Ted Carlini, joined the business to take on the task of an aggressive national and international company expansion. Ms. Montemurro is an accomplished marketing and operations manager with over 30 years experience, Superior Environmental, which is the commercial/industrial division, is headed by James Hardison, a specialist in nanochemical and cost-saving solutions. He specializes in addressing scale and corrosion issues in boilers and cooling towers, for industrial applications, laundry facilities, hotels, retail developments, and commercial complexes.

Superior Water

13220 Evening Creek Dr., #105, San Diego, CA 92128 - 1-800-300-5551

Licensed Married Marriage Family Therapist

A Therapist You Can Trust

Every person faces difficult periods in their lives. The solution may or may not be clear. Sometimes we realize we need more out of life, more from our relationships or to stop destructive behaviors. Diana helps people make these changes. As a therapist, Diana is committed to providing high quality professional care in a safe and confidential environment. She understands the importance of trust in any relationship.

Diana Carlini, MFT
7576 Grand Ave, Ste 4, San Diego, CA 92109
(858)-274-1967 - www.dianecarlini.com

Always Accurate

Tax & Bookkeeping

Stacy Thayer loves working with numbers and people, which is why her firm, Always Accurate Tax & Bookkeeping was successful. Always Accurate services include tax preparation, bookkeeping for small businesses, payroll services, bookkeeping for individuals and a notary public.

Thayer specializes in working with businesses in the community and in the city of the area. By operating her business locally, Thayer is able to give immediate service and can actually meet the clients in their offices. The last thing, friendly and efficient services ensure that each project is on track, on budget and on time.
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**In tune with California Music Studios**

California Music Studios is a privately owned company dedicated to providing the best in private music lessons in Southern California. Owner Jennifer Paterson founded the business in 1997 with one student and one teacher. After great success with her own private studio, she realized, “Wouldn’t it be great to have one company where teachers and students could come together and all find what they need?” And so, California Music Studios, a BBB company, began.

21 years later, CMS is the leader in private music instruction in Southern California, with 350 teachers in San Diego, Orange, Los Angeles, and Riverside Counties. They provide lessons in the home of the student or in a studio—serving the best in private music lessons in Southern California. Owner Jennifer Paterson, 858-272-6047.

For more information call 760-632-7577.

---

**DEBATE**

**Debate on Prop D**

Current laws against public intoxication and not impose more restrictive legislation.

We picked that name (San Diego Safe Beach Coalition) because that is what we want. We think PB is a great community but we always think there’s improvements that you can make to creating a better community. The city said, “What we want are solutions that address the real problems and it’s PB people.”

Pyle said he was also part of FreePh. This precursor to the coalition stands for Free Parks and Beaches. The two groups have many of the same supporters.

Pyle said Free PB has worked with the city to solve problems associated with alcohol on the beach for years to avoid a total ban that would benefit a few beachfront property owners.

“The Developers and the $4 Million Beachfront Property Owners Committee” is what they call themselves.

Pyle points out that the Yes on D campaign has spent roughly $3,500,000 getting their message out to voters.

According to city clerk’s records, a majority of the pro-ban contributors registered in beach area zip codes, including 92109, which includes South Park, LLC alone donated about $100,000 all together for billboards, mailers and other campaign materials.

The campaign took another turn with the close of Safe Beaches San Diego’s website, reversing their pro-pass message by projecting the freedom to drink. The sites look identical. One called the “Yes on D” side claiming the cloned site was created to confuse voters about Safe Beaches San Diego’s position.

Police confirmed reports of Pacific Beach. Wave House Belmont Park, LLC alone donated about $10,000 to the campaign. Pyle said that some money donated to the campaign comes from neighborhood markets and liquor stores that are against the ban.

The campaign took another turn with a cloned site of Safe Beaches San Diego’s website, reversing their pro-pass message by projecting the freedom to drink. The sites look identical. One called the “Yes on D” side claiming the cloned site was created to confuse voters about Safe Beaches San Diego’s position.

Pyle said he doesn’t know who started the copycat website, and a domain-name search only turned up the registrar’s city as Bellevue, Wash.

“People are doing all kinds of things against Proposition D that have nothing to do with our campaign, that we’re not involved with,” he said.

But the most contentious issue that has come up has been the accusations of sign stealing.

Both sides have accused the other of taking signs from voters’ yards, with some disappearing the first night they are left out.

Police confirmed reports of Pacific Beach resident Joe Widling removing “No On Prop D” campaign signs from areas in Pacific Beach.

Widling, a volunteer for the city’s Neighborhood Code Compliance Department, said the signs were in the public right of way near a tree on Thomas Avenue. The signs were turned over to authorities after police were contacted, according to reports.

Widling said city law doesn’t allow signs in the public right-of-way, including political signs, regardless of first sponsor.

“You can’t project freedom of speech out of bounds,” he said.

“Walk the line. Don’t step over it. Don’t go out of bounds.”

He added that he has been removing any signs he’s found on public property and wasn’t targeting “No On D” campaign signs.

While some police officers, law guards and fire officials have ended up already having to respond, Mayor Jerry Sanders isn’t backing either side.

The No On Prop D campaign’s website has an audio file of the mayor’s endorsement on holidays but hasn’t supported either side.

“He (Sanders) has not endorsed either [side]” said Darren Pudgil, director of communications for the mayor’s office. “The mayor will leave it up to the people decide this issue,” he said.

Any Prop D election material claiming the mayor’s endorsement is false, he said.
people. Peters, Madaffier, Brian Masienschein and Toni Atkins are leaving the council due to term limits, and whoever succeeds them in a new City Council will decide the issue. A number of people showed up for the hearing, as they did on Sept. 15 and Jan. 29. The delay was announced about 30 minutes into the meeting so people did not have to wait a long time before learning it would not be heard. As written so far, the ordinance would have barred parking of oversized, non-motorized and recreational vehicles on public streets between 10 p.m. an 6 a.m. or within 50 feet of any intersection. A significant cost is enforcement, as parking officers do not work after 7 p.m. and not on Sundays. The proposed ordinance also allowed for vehicle owners to get 24 permits per year per address, but the cost of those permits will be determined by the City Council. The permits would last for 72 hours. Exceptions to the ordinance included buses, vehicles making deliveries or pickups, government or public utility vehicles and vehicles displaying placards or license plates issued to disabled persons.
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expects he'll require at least a year of radiation and chemotherapy treatment.

The event will feature food, a yard sale, raffle, silent auction, a bake sale, a live band and kid-friendly entertainment.

Organizers are also seeking donations for the raffle and auction.

San Diego County Credit Union has also set up a special account for donations. Please make checks out to Matthew Contreras and write “3200” in the memo field to identify Matt’s account. Donations can also be made for Matt’s treatment.

The fundraiser will be held at the Linda Vista Recreation Center, 1532 Acheson St. from noon to 6 p.m. Parking and a free shuttle will be available at the San Diego County Board of Education, 6401 Linda Vista Road.

For information call (858) 571-3709 or email myla718@yahoo.com.

Mission Bay Park Committee postpones Nov. meeting

The Mission Bay Park Committee (MBPC) announced it will not hold its regularly scheduled monthly meeting in November because of Election Day Thursday, Nov. 4, and the Veterans Day holiday on Tuesday, Nov. 11.

The next MBPC meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, Dec. 2, at 6 p.m.

The location will be announced.

The proposed ordinance also allowed for vehicle owners to get 24 permits per year per address, but the cost of those permits will be determined by the City Council. The permits would last for 72 hours.

Exceptions to the ordinance included buses, vehicles making deliveries or pickups, government or public utility vehicles and vehicles displaying placards or license plates issued to disabled persons.
fun, funky & often useful facts

Neighborhood Halloween Fun

Halloween is no kids party. Just call to
gether your best costume to win a $50 gift certificate + $50 cash, 2nd prize $25 gift certificate + $25 cash. LAST place for "costume" gets a PBR. Local's agree this is the place to be for a spooky fun time, bring your howling good appetite and enjoy heely shoes and other tacky treats from the full serve kitchen, then swing it down with a frightfully good selection of beer, tap. Drop in with "best wishes" for Willy Kricken, Alice (and now born gob-
lin') Jeri', Dale and Andrew, Latitude 32, 5019 Cas, 858-273-0501.

Last Call for Halloween Costumes

Your last minute PB costume
shopping guide:


Abby's Candies, Halloween Treats

Named after the owners daughter, their second store at 1,037 Garnet Avenue. Enjoy your round confec-
tion delights including jelly filled jelly beans, Haagen Dason ice cream, built in candies and seasonal novelties, kiss and Jamie will guide you through the goodies then sit and relax in front of the store, savor your selections and watch the activities on the avenue.

Halloween toothbrushes:

Vanquished!

Candy reigns supreme on Halloween, fol-
lowed by tooth decay, keep your children on the right track with "Captain Ooz" and "Hygiene" who teach good habits to last a lifetime. The book, "Captain Ooz", is writ-
ten by local PB dentist Dr. Ricardo Hernan-
dez. As his practice grew the doctor encountered many fearful patients with dental phobias. He was inspired by his phobic patients to write the "Captain Ooz" book and says the best way to make good adult patients is to motivate children to brush their teeth and to see the dentist as their friend. For more info see www.cap-
tannoral.com, or visit Dr Hernandez at 4460 Olney, 858-272-6047.

Halloween: Scary Night for Pets too!

The festive sights and sounds and tricks of Halloween may be too much of a good thing and frightening for Fluffy and Fido. Remember to keep your pets safely inside your home on Devil's Night (Halloween eve) and Halloween day and night.

Hungry.....50% off Clothing

1045 Garnet Avenue is transforming to an A la carte store...everything else must go! Just look for the big red SALE banner and hustle in for 30% off the Goven Stavani Havanukie line, 50% off surfwares, suit-
suits for just $5.00, and bargains galore!

Please share your beach area fun, funky and interesting facts, email lboby@bndes.com

Costumed revellers head to Garnet for Halloween

By BART MENDELL/BEACH&BAY PRESS

Halloween isn’t just for kids. The night has become one of the year’s highlights for the over-21 crowd. With Halloween falling on a Friday, the stretch of bars and clubs along Garnet would definitely be a great area to check out the costumed street life parade.

For the early risers, the 91X morning show will be broadcasting live from 5:30 to 10 a.m. from the PB Ale House (721 Grand Ave.) with a play-by-play of the costume contest. The grand prize winner will leave with a trip to see Coldplay in Salt Lake City, a snowboard and a season pass to Mountain High.

Sleeping in? The Saloon (1134 Garnet Ave.) may be one of the night’s best options, offering clubgoers a chance to dress up as He-man, a Smurf or one of the night’s best themes, offering clubgoers a chance to dress up as He-man, a Smurf or one of the night’s best themes, offering clubgoers a chance to dress up as He-man, a Smurf or one of the night’s best themes, offering clubgoers a chance to dress up as He-man, a Smurf or one of the night’s best themes, offering clubgoers a chance to dress up as He-man, a Smurf or one of the night’s best themes, offering clubgoers a chance to dress up as He-man, a Smurf or one of the night’s best themes.

For dance fans, The Typhoon Saloon (1134 Garnet Ave.) may be one of the night’s best options, with DJ Austintacious spinning a mix of tunes from hip-hop to rock. The festivities themselves will feature an ‘80s theme and movie character theme, offering chugsters a chance to dress up as He-man, a Smurf or a transformer. Dozers open at 6 p.m. with a free buffet from 7 to 9 p.m. and a costume contest at 10 p.m.

Meanwhile, hard rockers Unset will kill two birds with one stone. Halloween night by staging a combination costume party and CD release show at Brick by Brick (1130 Buenos Ave.). The night cel-rates the bands new album, "Remains of a Dream," on a bill that includes local Atam and Authentic Selfout as well as South African metal band Wickhead. A costume contest will be held just prior to Unset’s performance.

Expect Tio Leo’s (5,302 Napa St.) to be populated by dozens of Capt. Jack Sparrow wannabes during their pirate-themed Halloween party. The night will feature DJ Alien Tom playing ‘80s dance hits, creating a swashbucklers-meets-

Stern Candles’ vibe.

The 710 Beach Club (7,100 Gar-
net Ave.) has a day full of music planned, with classic rock tribute band Northern playing from noon to 4 p.m. The Stalker Band takes the stage to provide the soundtrack for 710’s Halloween party later in the evening.

The PB Shore Club (3,414 Ocean Blvd.) will actually be hosting their second Halloween party of the week on Oct. 31. Though the club hosted a costume contest earlier in the week, its beachfront location should ensure a packed house of costumed revellers, with DJ Tony A on hand to keep things jumping.

Finally, DJ Wonderweed will keep the dance floor filled during Tavern at the Beach’s (1,200 Garnet Ave.) event. The night’s costume theme will be superhero, with prizes for the best male and best female crime fighter. Don’t be surprised to see Wonder Woman dancing with both Superman and Batmam.

www.beachandbaypress.com
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A young Indiana Jones cracks the whip at Pacific Beach Recreation Center’s annual Halloween carnival and costume contest Friday, Oct. 24.

Two surfers check out a passing dolphin during the Interscholastic Surfing Federation high school surf team contest at Mission Beach Saturday, Oct. 25.

Hundreds of pooches and their human companions descended on Ocean Beach over the weekend for the annual Canine Carnival and Halloween festival, including this carnival-goer and her “hot dog.”

Catamaran Resort Hotel

The Atoll Restaurant and Patio provides fine dining amidst the tranquil and tropical breezes of San Diego’s Mission Bay. Surrounded yourself with spectacular sunsets, white sandy beaches, and the sights and sounds of nature all in one place. Ideal for special occasions, beautiful Sunday brunches, or an everyday escape to paradise.

www.catamaranresort.com

Dirty Birds

With a relaxing atmosphere serving only excellent quality food, where locals will want to hang out. Catermen claim the burgers are the best in San Diego, selections include the more exotic ostrich and stuffed burgers and fresh daily tuna selections and don’t forget our great wings with incredible Dirty Bird’s sauces. Happy hour Mon. through Fri. 3 to 6 p.m., featuring half price pitchers $1 off bottles, snags and wine, also open for breakfast every day until 3 p.m., and catch all football games with NFL Sunday ticket, ESPN Game Plan and The Big 10 Network on large Hi definition TV’s.

The Landing Grill

“San Diego’s best kept breakfast secret.” The menu offers a variety to choose from to please all tastes, including the famous Jigstrike special (hotcakes, eggs, bacon and sausage), the overmatched breakfast burritos, fish and chips, and “slam good” burgers are always a hit. Now with a large outside patio area, shown can enjoy their meal with a gorgeous view of Mission Bay and all the action of the sport fishing boats. The Landing Grille is located at 1717 Quivira Rd., off of West Mission Bay, at Seaforth Sportfishing. Open daily at 5 a.m., so come on down to the docks and see what the secret is all about. For further info please call (619) 222-3317, or call 619-238-0048 or visit www.tabulerestaurantandbar.com.

Saska’s

Formerly Pj’s Cafe, Toscana Cafe & Wine Bar has been recently remodeled and is beautiful and cozy. Outside there is a shaded patio great for people watching. The interior is luscious. Dark wood furniture and wood paneling created a cozy ambiance that all chain coffee stores tend to lack. Toscana’s selection of coffee drinks is immense, as is their food menu. The best part? HAPPY HOUR! 2–6 p.m. DAILY! Nachos from $4 to a Bratwurst for $6. Beer on tap $3 (from Stone Brewing Company). Bottled beers are also available upon request. For wine lovers there are wine tastings every Thursday night 5–9 p.m., $15/taste. Toscana Cafe and Wine Bar, 238 5th Avenue, (619) 231-5788.

The Eggery

The Eggery is hard to beat with its quaint country-style setting, a wide range of Breakfast and Lunch choices, generous portions, reasonable prices and a location just steps from the ocean. Choose from fluffy Homemade Pancakes, Belgian-Style Fresh Fruit Walnuts, or five varieties of Egg Benedict. Enjoy Paris-dining, whose casual dress is the norm. Champagne, Mimosas, Bloody Marys and Screwdrivers (fresh juice of course) plus a full Espresso Bar are also available. Abundant validated parking.

Roppongi Restaurant & Sushi Bar

Conveniently located on Prospect Street, it’s obvious why Roppongi is Zagat rated “One of the World’s Top Restaurants.” Spend a relaxing evening dining alfresco around the fire pit, cozy up next to the indoor fireplace and aquarium, mingle at the stunning sushi bar or people watch from their covered/heated patio.
Reserves come up big in Lakers return to San Diego

Knee injury takes Kobe off the Sports Arena court before halftime

By ERIC YATES | Beach & Bay Press

Relax, Lakers fans. He’ll be fine. You can come down off the ledge now.

On Tuesday, Oct. 21, the current Western Conference champs made their annual voyage south to San Diego to play a preseason game at the San Diego Sports Arena. And while they squeaked out a 102-98 win over the hapless Charlotte Bobcats, the big news from the game centered on the right knee of 2008 MVP Kobe Bryant.

In the second quarter, Bryant came down on the foot of teammate Josh Powell, hyperextending his knee. He immediately motioned to the bench to take him out. After trainers took a look at the knee, he didn’t return until the second half, when he was in street clothes.

All indications are that Bryant, who averaged 28.3 points per game last season, would be ready when he was in street clothes.

“I didn’t ask him about his injury,” said Lakers head coach Phil Jackson following the game. “I thought he (Bryant) got banged in the shin but the trainer said he hyperextended his knee, so we just took him out for the night.”

Though secondary to the news surrounding Bryant, the 9,800 in attendance were treated to a great game. Lakers center Andrew Bynum, coming off of his own season-ending knee surgery last year, showed no ill effects, scoring 16 points, pulling down eight rebounds and adding three blocks in 26 minutes. He will be a key cog in the wheel if Los Angeles is to return to the NBA Finals.

The game also marked a return to San Diego for two players. The Lakers’ Luke Walton, who starred at University of San Diego High School and chipped in with five points, four rebounds and two assists.

On the other side of the ball, the Bobcats’ Jared Dudley played for the first time in front of his home-town crowd since leading Horizon High School to back-to-back CIF state titles in 2002 and 2003.

“I thought that after high school, I’d never play here again,” Dudley said. “But being at the Sports Arena, against the Lakers and Kobe ... they’re one of the favorites to win the championship. I also got to play against Luke here. I never got to do that in high school. I’ve got lots of friends and family here, it’s a dream come true.”

Dudley was admittedly nervous and didn’t have a great game on the score sheet, scoring only one point and adding two rebounds and two steals. He did, however, have the play of the game. With two minutes left before halftime, he deflected a pass out to half court, dove on top of the scorers’ table and flipped the ball behind him to teammate Raymond Felton, who tossed up an alley-oop that Gerald Wallace hammered down with one hand. It sent ooohs and aaaaahs throughout the arena.

The key for the Lakers on the night was the play of their bench. Guard Jordan Farmar (17 points, 4 assists, 2 steals) and small forward Trevor Ariza (14 points, 4 rebounds, 3 steals) were particularly impressive.

“Jordan Farmar was the spark for us tonight,” Jackson said. “His play has been inspiring.”

The NBA’s regular season kicked off on Tuesday and the Lakers are still among the teams to beat in the Western Conference. With Bynum now healthy and Pau Gasol in tow for a full season, there’s no reason to think that come June they can’t bring a title back to Tinseltown.
Chargers leave London under a black cloud

Bradbury Pass

From the San Diego Chargers’ perspective, the good, the bad and the ugly were on display at Wembley Stadium in London on Sunday where the Chargers played the New Orleans Saints.

The good: LaDainian Tomlinson broke out of his slump, running for 179 yards and three touchdowns.

The ugly: Saints linebacker Jonathan Vilma intercepted a Philip Rivers pass at New Orleans’ 10-yard line with just more than a minute to play forcing the Chargers to punt.

The bad: Former Chargers quarterback Drew Brees went 30 of 41 for 381 yards and a touchdown.

For Brees, it had to feel especially good beating his former team, where the Chargers played the New Orleans Saints.

“Winning overseas is in the back of our minds and we wanted to show that the fans over there that we’re not a pretender,” Brees said. “This is a big step for us.”

Tomlinson was popular with his players and the fans.

“LaDainian’s back,” Rivers said.

He completed 25 of 40 passes for 341 yards, 2 TDs, 1 INT.

Philip Rivers, Chargers, 25-40, 341 yards, 2 TDs, 1 INT.

Rivers pass at New Orleans’ 10-yard line with just more than a minute left to play and the Saints held on for a 37-12 win, handing the Chargers their third loss in the last four games.

Gree Rivers some credit, though. He completed 25 of 40 passes for 341 yards and three TDs. He gave it one more shot with a Hail Mary pass from the 50 with one second remaining, but it fell incomplete.

The whole experience was a lot of fun, except the outcome of the game,” Rivers said.

For Brees, it had to feel especially good beating his former team, although he didn’t put it that way.

Brees signed as a free agent with the Saints before the 2006 season after spending five years with the Chargers.

At the time, the Chargers wanted to give Rivers a shot at the starting quarterback job, but Brees’ shoulder injury didn’t help his future with the team.

“This game was not about me proving a point or proving anybody wrong or saying they shouldn’t have let me go,” Brees said. “We beat a very good team today that needed a victory as badly as we did.”

In last season’s game in London, the first NFL regular-season contest played overseas, fans watched the New York Giants beat the Miami Dolphins 1-30 in the rain. This time, although rain fell on Sunday morning and early afternoon, it stopped by game time. And both teams treated the 83,226 fans in attendance to a high-scoring, offensive game.

The Game went down to the wire.

Rivers outgained New Orleans 451—409 in total yards.

Bears won 35-10

Bills won 28-17

In the last 8 meetings between the teams, 7 have been decided by no more than 10 points. This could be another one that goes down to the wire.

Pick: Bills, Jets 28-24

Detroit 0-7

Detroit won 34-7

Bills won 13-3 at Buffalo

N.Y. Jets 4-3

Bills won 30-24

Last week:
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Quotable:

"I would rather play with 10 people and just get penalized all the way, rather than play with 11 when I know that right now that person is not sold out to be a part of this team. It's more about them than it is about the team. Cannot play with them. Cannot win with them. Can't do it. I want winners." — New 49ers head coach Mike Singletary on ordering them. Can't do it. I want winners. Cannot coach with them. Cannot win with that person is not sold out to me when I know that right now rather than play with 11.
NOW IS THE BEST TIME TO SELL!!!

BRIAN J. LEWIS
Re/Max Coastal
(619) 300-5032
www.ThinkBrian.biz

CALL TODAY to learn how to unlock your home’s highest money value!!!

www.876CHALCEDONY.com

Set your compass north...
Explore Pacific Beach’s
TURQUOISE & CASS STREET

Adventurous PB residents have been spotted heading due North in Pacific Beach and returning with a bounty of items, and often times not returning until after dark talking about the delightful food, shopping, music and laughter.

Be brave or take a friend along and discover what North PB has to offer...

Isn’t it time to discover the other hidden gems of Pacific Beach!

Business Directory

Cheri Nail & Skin
1015 Turquoise St.
(858) 483-3177

Lily Grace Boutique
949 Turquoise St.
(858) 488-1848

Hair Galleria
943 Turquoise St.
(858) 488-3359

Tattoo Royale
939-A Turquoise St.
(858) 488-8633

G Wali
929 Turquoise St.
(858) 488-5616

Chronic Smoothies
841 Turquoise St.
(858) 488-6420

Armstrong Construction
755 Turquoise St.
(858) 488-3465

Green Gardens Nursery
4910 Cass St.
(858) 483-8803

Froggy’s
934 Turquoise St.
(858) 488-8102

GET NOTICED! ADVERTISE HERE
$150 - Open Rate • $100 - 13 Week Contract • Contact Kristin or Kirby for more info! (858) 270-3103

PATINA
GIFTS & ACCENTS
Stop in the best new store in town! You’ll find personally selected unique gifts and accents.

957 Turquoise Street
(across from the French Gourmet, parking around back)
858.488.4488
Hours: 10am - 5:30pm Tues-Sat.

Gallery At Land’s End
“Custom Picture Framing since 1973”
Featuring The Best of Our Local Artists
www.galleryatlandsend.com 858 270 7820
at the corner of Cass and Lorain